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Nehari [l] claims that if an interval [a, b] contains n zeros of a

nontrivial solution of

(1) yM + pny{n~l) + ■ • ■ + piy = 0

then

(2)

n e* b

X 2"(b - a)«-" I    | pk | dt = 2"+1.
t = l «J  O

According to Fink and St. Mary [2] the proof of (2) given in [l] is

incorrect, and therefore the inequality is, as yet, undecided. For

w = 2 and p2 = 0, (2) is known to be correct and also the best possible.

This case was first proved by Lyapunov and is generally referred to

as Lyapunov's theorem. A recent proof of this result may be found in

Hochstadt [3]. In [2] a similar technique is used to prove (2) for

« = 2, where p2 is merely integrable on [a, b]. In fact, one can extract

from [2 ] the inequality

(3) [(A-o)J    |íi|*J     +-)    \p*\dt^2.

The purpose of this note is to provide a generalization of (3) to

certain rath order differential equations.

Theorem. Consider the differential equation

(4) y(n) - py<-»-» — qy = 0,        n = 2,

where p and q are integrable on [a,b]. Suppose that a nontrivial solution

of (4) Aas at least n zeros on [a,b]. Then

r /» b -|l/n 1       /» b

(5) (b - a)»-1        \q\dt        + —        | p | dt = 2.
L Jo J ra J„

Clearly for ra = 2, (5) reduces to (3). In order to prove (5) we reduce

(4) to a system, by letting

Xi = y«"»,        i = 1, 2, • • • , n,

so that
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Xi = Xi+i, i = 1, 2, ■•-,»— 1,

(6) ' * L
X„ = />Xn + ÇXi.

Since y vanishes n times on [a, 6], each x¿ vanishes at least once on

that interval. We can, therefore, split [a, b] into two subintervals

[a, c] and [c, b] where a<c<b such that on each, each x,- vanishes at

least once.

First we shall consider the interval [a, c], and let Xj denote the

maximum of |x,| on that interval. Using (6) and the fact that each

x< vanishes at some point on [a, c] we have

(7) Xi g Xi+i(c —a),       i = 1, 2, ■••,»— 1,

(8) |*„|   á xij   \q\dt+ J   \p\\xn\dt,

where x„(c) = 0. From (7) we see that

xi = xn(c — a)"-1

and combined with (8) we finally have

(9) \xn\   èxn(c-ay-lj   \q\dt + j   \p\\x„\dt.

From (9) by means of Gronwall's inequality [4, p. 24] we find that

\ q\ dtexp I    \p\dt

and finally

exp fa | p | dt
(io) fC|?|* =

Similarly

(11) j   \q\dt*

(c - a)"'1

b.       .

exp f,\p\dt

(b - c)"-1

We can combine (10) and (11) and use the inequality

A«/a»-1 + Bn/bn~l è (A + B)"/(a + b)»'1

to obtain
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(b-a)"-if   |?| Aè[exp^-—J"   \p\dtj
(12)

+

(12) is an interesting inequality in its own right and for ra = 2 is also

stated in [2]. In order to derive the simpler and desired inequality

(5) we use the fact that

exp(—x) ^ 1 — x

in (12) and extract the rath root of both sides. Then

1  rb
= 2--       \p\dt,

n J a

which is equivalent to (5).
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